How do you face digital
testing challenges?
The future of test delivery is digital. Opportunities in software development allow test publishers and exam
bodies to offer more accurate and innovative tests. The opportunities of interactive and innovative item
types, online marking, advanced scoring, adaptive learning, and item banking have an IT challenge but also
an organizational, test and product development and skills challenge. Facing these challenges requires
expertise.
In this complex process we can guide you:
OAT supports test publishers and exam bodies with the IT challenges.
Cito with the organizational test and product development and skill challenges.
This enables you to embrace and benefit from the opportunities of digital testing.
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Cito provides you with custom
made support in the different
steps and aspects of development
of digital testing. More specific on
of Product development,
implementing a Process and
identifying Personal requirements
regarding the transfer into digital
assessment. We believe ‘Item
banking’ is of paramount
importance and at the core of the
activities, relating to all the steps
in development of digital testing.

Want to learn more about digital testing?
Cito (www.cito.com) offers workshops and courses in development of digital testing worldwide to build
capacity in digital testing. We believe in adapting both length and focus to the needs of various stakeholders
in the transfer into digital testing.
We prefer to use the TAO technology solutions for digital testing in our consultancy and training.
(www.taotesting.com). Using TAO in combination with Cito’s extensive key expertise - educational
measurement - provides a powerful total solution for organizational-wide testing issues.
We are aware that for each testing organization going into digital assessment is the different. It is our aim
to highly adapt our workshops and courses about transfer into digital testing to fulfill your specific needs
and situation. The consultancy fee is therefore determined for each case in close consultation.

Want to know more?
www.cito.com
International@cito.com
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Mission

Everyone has the potential to grow. This has been our mission since Cito was founded. Our primary focus of
fair testing in education has expanded to objectively assessing someone’s capacity and talent. Using our
unique expertise, we support teachers, parents and employers to make knowledge, skills and competences
measurable. With this insight, students as well as professionals can reach their full potential.

